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Abstract. This presentation describes our progress to date in developing
tools to mechanically parse the core models in the HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) DSTU2 Ballot, and produce corresponding
Shape Expressions (ShEx) schemas. In it we describe the transformation process, and how the resulting artifacts can be used in modeling FHIR profiles, and
its validation and information mapping. We also discuss our plans to integrate
this process into the OpenRefine platform to provide a user-friendly interface to
support RDF/FHIR data element harmonization and model transformation.
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HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) is an emerging standard for
the electronic exchange of healthcare information1. FHIR defines a collection of "resources" that "can easily be assembled into working systems." While a robust software ecosystem is emerging from FHIR community, the clinical community still faces
a substantial challenge of transformation between existing databases and the FHIR
models.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF)2 Shape Expressions language (ShEx)3,
developed as an input to the W3C RDF Data Shapes working group4, is a mechanism
to formally describe RDF structures, providing the RDF analog to XML schema. In
addition, ShEx provides a "semantic action" capability that enables conformant RDF
instances to be transformed to corresponding RDF, XML, JSON, HTML, CSV, or
other equivalents.
In this study, we used the core resources in the HL7 FHIR DSTU2 Ballot released on
April 2, 2015. The core resources are classified into clinical, administrative, infrastructure and financial categories. Both the FHIR resources and the schemas that describe have equivalent XML and JSON representations.
The FHIR schema to ShEx (FHIRSchema2ShEx)5 transformation tools were developed in collaboration with the HL7 ITS/W3C HCLS group6, based on the their mappings between the JSON representation of the FHIR schemas and their ShEx equiva-

lent. We implemented these transformation rules in JavaScript and integrated them
with the FHIRData2RDF application5.
We began by creating a library of ShEx schemas, one per core FHIR resource. The
library is generated by a tool that starts with a FHIR ShEx schema name from the
FHIR2ShEx transformation tool and produces a file that contains the target FHIR
schema and its dependencies.
We also examined the feasibility of using ShEx to represent the HL7 FHIR profiles.
We manually created ShEx schemas for three HL7 FHIR profiles in a genomics domain7, Sequence, Sequencing Lab, and Genetic Observation. It turned out that the
much of the ShEx schema produced for the FHIR core resources could be reused in
the FHIR profiles. As an example, the ShEx schemas for the core FHIR resources
Quality, Code, CodeableConcept and Patient in the Sequence profile. We are currently developing tools that support the FHIR profile modeling process in a semiautomated fashion, which will allow FHIR resources instances to be created and exchanged as standardized FHIR RDF.
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